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 OF THE PROGRAMME COMMITTEE  

 
Marylin ARNDT, Orange-FranceTelecom, ETSI TC M2M Vice Chair 
Dr Marylin Arndt works presently for the French operator Orange-Francetelecom as Standardisation 
Manager coordinating M2M and IOT activities. 
After having initiated successfully the creation of a new technical committee on M2M at ETSI end of 
2008, she has chaired this committee for two years, with a continuously growing participation of 
worldwide industrial actors. She is now occupying the position of Vice chair, in charge of the 
European mandates. 
 
David BOSWARTHICK, ETSI, TC M2M Technical Officer 
David Boswarthick: is presently the Director of Technical Committee Support in the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). He is also the Technical Officer for the M2M 
standards group which is defining the standardized service layer platform which will be applicable 
to multiple machine type services (Smart energy, Health, connected consumer and smart cities to 
name but a few). 
He recently has co-edited two books, his principle activity being that of contributor and chief editor 
on 'M2M, a systems approach', as well as involvement with 'The Internet of Things, Key 
Applications and Protocols'. 
David is involved with ETSI's participation to the EU mandates M441 (Smart Meter), M490 (Smart 

Grid) and M468 (Electric Vehicles) as well as participating to the expert panel of the European Commission for their 
work on the Internet of Things. 
Previously he was extensively involved in the standardization activities of mobile, fixed and convergent networks in 
both the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP). 
David holds a BEng Honours Degree in Telecommunications Engineering, Plymouth Polytechnic UK, and Master's 
Degree (DEA) in Networks and Distributed systems from the University of Nice and Sophia Antipolis, France. 
 

Omar ELLOUMI, Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs, ETSI TC M2M Vice Chair 
Omar Elloumi is a standardization director with Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs focusing on M2M and Smart 
Grid architectures and protocols. Serving as ETSI M2M Vice-Chair, he is the editor of the M2M 
functional architecture for the service layer. 
Omar joined Alcatel-Lucent in 1999 and held several positions including research, strategy and system 
architecture. He holds a Ph. D. degree in computer science and served on the ATM Forum and 

IPSphere Forum Board of Directors. 
 

Francois ENNESSER, GEMALTO 
Francois Ennesser held various technical positions in the Smartcard industry since 1999 within Bull 
CP8, Schlumberger and Gemalto. He contributed to the definition of the multi-purpose 'UICC' 
smartcard platform in ETSI TC SCP, participated to the definition of secure over-the-air protocols 
for remote management and was a leading contributor in the definition of an enhanced 
communication interface for the UICC. He has been Rapporteur for several specifications in ETSI 
TC SCP and now in ETSI TC M2M, and also chaired the Inter-Chip USB Working Group which 
defined the first low power embedded adaptation of the USB interface within the USB 

Implementers Forum. He currently chairs the Security Working Group of the ETSI TC M2M committee and is 
involved as a security specialist in various Expert Groups working in the context of European standardization 
mandates M/441 (Smart Metering) and M/490 (Smart Grids). He holds a french Engineer's degree from ESIEE and 
a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Southern California. 
 

Raymond C.FORBES Ph.D., Ericsson 
Educated at Loughborough University of Technology between 1977 and 1984, he joined Plessey 
Telecommunications where he worked on Software Engineering and Analysis. In 1987 he moved to 
GEC Telecommunications to work on network development and later joined GPT to work on 
Network Design for GSM. Since 1990 he has worked on network development in the area of 
Intelligent Networks and the standardisation thereof. In 1993 he became chairman of ETSI NA7, in 
1995 ETSI NA6 was also in 1996 elected to be Rapporteur of Question 5 (Requirements for 
Intelligent Network Capability Sets); these groups being requirements setting bodies for the 

standardisation of Intelligent Networks. He later chaired the Architecture Group in ETSI SPAN. Since its creation he 
has chaired the NGN Protocols in Work TISPAN WG3 (which included the IMS adaptation to fixed network access) 
and with the Common IMS programme he was elected as 3GPP SA2 IMS Sub Working Group Vice Chairman in 
2006. In 2010 he was elected as ETSI TC M2M Protocols WG Chairman. Also has been actively involved in the ITU-
T Smart Focus Group. 
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Joachim KOSS, Cinterion Wireless Modules, ETSI TC M2M Vice Chair, ETSI Board Member 
Joachim Koss is looking back to more than 25 years of experience from different Siemens 
telecommunications business units, where he held various management positions in HW/SW 
Engineering, International Project and Process Management, Conformity Testing and Approval, IPR 
Management and Standardization. Today he is responsible for Standardization Management at 
Cinterion Wireless Modules GmbH, a leading supplier of GSM based machine-to-machine 
communication devices and solutions for customers worldwide. In November 2008 Joachim Koss 
was elected into the Board of ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) and in May 

2009 as a Vice-Chairman of the ETSI Technical Committee Machine-to-Machine communications. This TC M2M is 
the ETSI main centre of expertise in the area of M2M and its main objective is to develop and maintain an 'end to 
end' M2M global vision, targeting total machines IP connexion, from connectivity to services. 

 
Guang LU, InterDigital 
Guang Lu was elected as the rapporteur of the WG3 of ETSI TC M2M in 2011, where she is 
responsible for developing the Stage 3 specification for ETSI M2M. Guang joined the R&D 
department of InterDigital in 2001 as a senior research engineer. Throughout her career she has 
worked on system architecture and solutions on various technologies including UMTS, IEEE 
802.11, LTE, media independent handover (IEEE 802.21), media mobility, and M2M. Guang has 
contributed to various standard organizations including 3GPP, IEEE, IETF, and ETSI.  
Prior to joining InterDigital, Guang worked on Broadband Wireless Access solutions at Nortel and 

Information Systems at Unisys. Guang received her Master's degree in Computer Science with a specialization in 
telecommunications from the University of Calgary. 

 
Patricia MARTIGNE, M2M Standard Manager (FT), ETSI TC M2M WG1 Chair  
Patricia Martigne obtained her Engineering diploma in Electronics and Telecommunications from 
the 'Ecole Polytechnique Féminine', France, in 1994. She has been working in telecommunications 
companies for more than 15 years, covering a panel of aspects from telecom manufacturer to the 
operator through the regulator: 
- in Nortel Networks : as an integration/validation and type approvals R&D engineer for cellular 
base stations;  
- in the 'Agence Nationale des Fréquences', working in standardization and regulatory fields (ETSI, 

ITU-R, CEPT) for various radiocommunication systems; she also took the European leadership for an agenda item 
of the World Radiocommunications Conference in 2003.  
- in France Telecom, she began in R&D activities promoting new technologies such as Ultra Wide Band (in IEEE 
802.15.4a), or cognitive radio, through actions to standardization and regulation bodies; then working in the M2M 
domain, as an R&D project manager for elaboration of M2M proofs of concept and as a Rapporteur in ETSI M2M 
technical committee, contributing to the evolution towards the IoT. 
She is now working in the Strategic entity on standardization & ecosystem in FT as the Smart Home & Smart 
City/Smart Grid Standards Manager. She is the chair of ETSI M2M WG1 on M2M service requirements. 
 

Enrico SCARRONE, Telecom Italia, ETSI TC M2M Chairman 
ENRICO SCARRONE joined in CSELT (now Telecom Italia LAB), the R&D division of the Telecom 
Italia Group in 1992.  
He contributed to several main research projects during the 90's and subsequently to several 
standardization activities in ETSI, ITU-T, ATM Forum, 3GPP (SA, SA1, CT, RAN and RAN), 3G.IP, 
including chairmanships in 3GPP and ETSI) in the fields of ATM, signalling, mobile systems and 
their integration with IP.  
Participation and promotion of several early studies on integration of IP and mobile cellular 
networks has permitted to participate from the beginning to the work of 3G.IP, and indirectly to 

stimulate the work on release 2000 in 3GPP about the all-IP solution and the Multimedia Network principles. 
At the same time he was involved in in several Telecom Italia projects in technology planning and selection, 
including network budget forecasts, RFI, RFQ and testing, mainly in the mobile and fixed mobile convergence 
fields. This has allowed him to keep a strong link between real networks and standardization/research. 
This includes roll out of GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSDPA, EV-DO, Fixed broadband, FMC, IMS and other technologies in 
Austria, Spain, Greece, Turkey, Brasil, Peru', Indonesia, and technical consulting in several other countries 
including Venezuela, Vietnam, The Netherlands, Egypt and Saudi Arabia. 
He is participating to 3GPP SA1, dealing with service and operational requirements in 3GPP mobile systems, where 
served as Chairman from 1996 to end 2011. 
 

Milan ZORIC, ETSI Centre for Testing and Interoperability 
Milan Zoric joined European Telecommunications Standards Institute in 1998. As Senior Techical 
Expert in the Centre for Testing & Interoperability his task is to provide expert support to ETSI 
Technical Committees in the area of protocol standards development and/or technical leadership 
and management of test specifications development. A typical example was a 5 year project that 
was at the heart of the joint work agreed at the time between ETSI and WiMAX Forum. The project 
developed and validated WiMAX/HiperMAN conformance test specifications. Recently Milan has 

been contributing to FP7 Projects in the domain of eHealth and lead a joint project with China Accademy of 
Telecom Research developing an IMS (IP MULTIMEDIA SUBSYSTEM) test tool. 
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Milan received a Dipl.-Ing diploma in Electrical Engineering and M.Sc. in Telecommun¬ications and Information 
Technology from Univer¬sity of Zagreb, Croatia in 1972 and 1982 respec¬tively. Before joing ETSI Milan worked in 
telecom industry and the Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Zagreb, Croatia where he contributed to numerous 
research and development projects. With his strong expertise in specification techniques and languages he also 
contributed to related standardization activities in ITU-T and ETSI.  
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Duncan BEES, HGI 
Since 2008, Duncan Bees has been the Chief Technology and Business Officer for the HGI. Under 
his watch, HGI addressed many new topics, including an industry test programme; energy 
efficiency, Quality of Service, software modularity, and home networks, and currently, Smart 
Home services. Duncan has also overseen redesign of web site and internal processes, while 
growing its membership.  
Previously Duncan worked for eight years at PMC-Sierra in Vancouver, leading systems teams in 
broadband access, VoIP, voice quality, high-speed serial interfaces & switches, and representing 
PMC at many industry bodies, both at technical and steering committee level. 

He also worked for nine years at Bell Northern Research (Nortel) in Montreal, where he managed DSP and 
development teams in wireless speech processing, mobile data, and voice recognition systems.  
He started his career at MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates as a ground stations engineer. 
Duncan holds a Master's Degree in Electrical Engineering from McGill University and a Bachelor's Degree in Applied 
Science from the University of British Columbia. 
 

Philippe COUSIN, Easy Global Market 
Philippe COUSIN, has 30 years of experience in ICT. Expert in ICT Standardisation, Validation and 
Interoperability issues for +20 years working in Orange/France Telecom R&D but also as Project 
Officer at the European Commission in Standardisation, Quality and CE Marking. After 4 years as 
Test house General Manager he joined in 2001 ETSI where he worked on ICT testing and validation 
issues as Interoperability Service Director where he launched the Plugtests Service. Currently 
C.E.O on company providing services and solution for an "easy global market" (Provide services for 
ICT globalisation: make global market easy in particular in addressing regulations, interoperability 

programmes and local markets). Worked in 17 EU R&D projects since 2002 where he has coordinated few ones. He 
is currently project manager of FP7 Probe-IT project on IoT. Coordinator of IoT research Cluster on interoperability 
matters (AC4) , rapporteur of EU-China IoT expert Group and deputy manager of a new FP7 project called EAR-IT 
on Acoustic sensing. 
 

Nicolas DAMOUR, Sierra Wireless Inc. 
Nicolas Damour is Senior Manager for Business and Innovation Development at Sierra Wireless, 
Inc. He holds a telecommunications engineering degree and a master degree in innovation 
management and has been working since 2000 in various European and North American countries 
in the IT and telecommunications industry, notably for Nortel Networks in Germany and for the 
Kapsch group in Austria. At Sierra Wireless, he is responsible for M2M standardization activities 
and for advanced projects with partners and/or prospective customers to keep exploring new ideas 
and solutions in the M2M industry, thus strengthening Sierra Wirless' position as an end-to-end 

M2M horizontal enablement platform provider (both on the embedded and on the cloud side). He has been 
participating in the ETSI M2M Technical Committee since 2010 and also attends 3GPP standardization meetings. He 
is currently based in Toulouse, France. 
 

Philippe DOBBELAERE, Alcatel-Lucent 
Philippe Dobbelaere received his M.Sc. degree in Engineering and Physics from the University of 
Ghent (RUG), Belgium in 1988.  
He has been working for Alcatel-Lucent in various roles covering research, board and ASIC 
hardware and software design on topics ranging from ATM switches, DSL modems and high speed 
etwork processors to advanced software architectures for distributed computing. 
Five years ago he joined Alcatel Lucent Bell Labs where his current research interests include 
distributed computing (and cloud computing), real-time processing in sensor networks and big 

data (query) applications. 
Over the last years, he contributed to several Belgian and European funded projects as task or work package 
leader. 
He (co-)authored publications in the M2M and cloud computing domain and holds several EC and USA patents. 
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Roch GLITHO, Concordia university, Montreal, Canada  
Roch Glitho [SM] (http://users.encs.concordia.ca/~glitho/) holds a Ph.D. (Tekn. Dr.) in tele-informatics 

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden), and M.Sc. degrees in business economics 
(University of Grenoble, France), pure mathematics (University Geneva, Switzerland), and computer 
science (University of Geneva). He is an associate professor of networking and telecommunications 
at the Concordia Institute of Information Systems Engineering (CIISE), Concordia University, 
Montreal, Canada where he holds a Canada Research Chair in End-User Service Engineering for 
Communication Networks. In the past he has worked in industry for almost a quarter of a century 

and has held several senior technical positions at LM Ericsson in Sweden and Canada (e.g. expert, principal 
engineer, senior specialist). His industrial experience includes research, international standards setting (e.g. 
contributions to ITU-T, ETSI, TMF, ANSI, TIA, and 3GPP), product management, project management, systems 
engineering and software/firmware design. In the past he has also served as IEEE Communications Society 
distinguished lecturer, Editor-In-Chief of IEEE Communications Magazine and Editor-In-Chief of IEEE 
Communications Surveys & Tutorials. His research areas include architectures for end-users services in 
conventional and non-conventional networks; virtualization and cloud computing; Machine to Machine 
communications (M2M) and Internet of Things; distributed systems; rural communications and networking for 
developing countries.  

Axel HANSMANN, Cinterion Wireless Modules  
As vice president of strategy and marketing for Cinterion Wireless Modules, Axel Hansmann brings 
more than 15 years of telecommunications and technology management experience to the 
management team. In this role, he's responsible for developing strategies to drive business growth 
in new and existing markets, enhancing the customer experience worldwide and building brand 
awareness as the market leader in M2M technology. Before joining Cinterion, Mr. Hansmann was 
with boardeleven Management Consultants where he focused on evaluating market entry and 
strategic growth options in the M2M industry for a leading module manufacturer and mobile 
network operators. Prior to that, he worked for eight years at Telefónica O2, a leading 

telecommunications carrier in Europe where he took on various responsibilities covering network technology, 
product management and business strategy. 
Mr. Hansmann speaks multiple languages and earned degrees in electrical engineering and telecommunications 
management. 

Olivier HERSENT, ACTILITY 
Olivier Hersent began his career as the leading Voice over IP architect for France Telecom R&D 
laboratories. 
He left the company to create NetCentrex, a supplier of advanced VoIP solutions for network 
operators. His business leadership, technical innovation and market vision allowed him to guide the 
company through global expansion to become a leader in next generation telecommunication 
solutions. 
NetCentrex was acquired in April 2006 by Comverse, the market leader in applications for mobile 

telecommunications, where Mr. Hersent became CTO. 
In 2010, he founded Actility, a company proposing solutions in the M2M and Smart Grid business field (Demand 
Response…).  
In 2011, Mr. Hersent became Watteco's CEO, leader in PLC/RF and 6LowPan technologies. 
As an active participant in the early ETSI working groups related to defining VoIP standards and M2M protocols, 
Mr. Hersent is a recognized leader in the telecom industry. 
He is a frequent speaker at industry events and is a published author on IP Telephony, M2M Communications and 
in 2012 on The Internet of Things. 
Mr. Hersent graduated from the prestigious 'Ecole Polytechnique' in France.  
 

Jan HÖLLER, Ericsson Research  
Jan Höller is a Principal Researcher at Ericsson Research with a responsibility for architecture and 
strategies. He is specialized on the Internet of Things and M2M and established the corresponding 
research activities at Ericsson around 2005. Jan was also part of the team that established 
Ericsson¹s strategies and vision around ³50 Billion Connected Devices². He also serves on the Board 
of Directors of the IPSO Alliance, which promotes IP in Smart Objects. He has been with Ericsson 
since 1989 and held various positions in strategic product management and research. Jan holds an 
MSc in Engineering Physics from Lund University, Sweden. 

 
Steven LEUSSINK, Dialog Semiconductor 
Steven is Senior System Architect at Dialog Semiconductor. He received his master degree in 
Electrical Engineering (Cum Laude) at the University of Twente in 2003. Before joining SiTel 
Semiconductor (later acquired by Dialog), Steven set up a mixed signal IC design group within the 
Netherlands Institute for Space Research. In 2008 Steven was involved in the initial concepts of 
DECT Ultra Low Energy (ULE). He further co-pioneered the technology and today he focuses on 
Dialog's smartPulseTM products and the development of the exciting emerging standard DECT ULE, 
which was voted as 'the biggest expected future growth scenario for DECT and DECT-related 

technologies' at the DECT World Conference 2010. 
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Katharina LIEBRAND, Swisscom AG, Switzerland 
Katharina Liebrand is presently working for the Swiss Operator Swisscom as a Senior Project 
Manager. She is managing the responsibility of the Swisscom contribution to the Butler IoT EU 
Project. For Swisscom she is working also in a special Business Development unit driving 
tomorrows Business Opportunities to a market ready state. In this half business oriented and half 
research focused environment Mrs. Liebrand is able to add invaluable insights about Customer 

Experience Design and Business Models to the Butler Project. 
Katharina Liebrand holds a technical degree in Computer Science as well as Business Economics. 

Germán Corrales MADUENO, Aalborg University 
Germán Corrales Madueño obtained his M.Sc. in Mobile Communications from Aalborg University in 
2011, where is currently pursuing his PhD in access protocols and reliability mechanism for 
Wireless Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications. His interests include networking, wireless 
communications and its protocols.  

 

 

Robin MERSH, Broadband Forum Chief Executive Officer 
Robin Mersh joined the Broadband Forum as Chief Operating Officer in July 2006, and was 
promoted to Chief Executive Officer in July 2010. Robin has authored many articles and has 
spoken at and chaired many broadband industry conferences and exhibitions. He has worked in the 
telecommunications industry for over 18 years, starting at Cable & Wireless and then moving on to 
BT before meeting his wife and moving to the US in 1999. Robin has worked in business 
development and alliance management for various OSS software companies in the United States, 
mainly in network and service provisioning and activation, where he negotiated and managed 

several large OEM agreements. He is originally from Cambridge in the United Kingdom. He received a Bachelor of 
Arts degree with honors from Queen Mary and Westfield College, University of London in 1992. 

Yuichi MORIOKA, Sony Europe Limited 
Yuichi Morioka is a principal researcher of wireless telecommunications at Sony Europe Limited. 
Since joining Sony Corporation in 2002, he has been extensively involved in various wireless 
standards including WiFi (IEEE 802.11), WiMedia and ZigBee. He is currently active in 3GPP 
RAN1/RAN2 standardization, focusing on incorporating LTE technology to the M2M space. 
He graduated from the Department of Information and Computer Science of Keio University, Japan 
under the supervision of Professor Masao Nakagawa, a pioneer in CDMA technologies. 

Monique Jeanne MORROW, CISCO 
Monique Morrow is currently Distinguished Engineer under the Research and Advanced 
Development Group at Cisco. She has over 20 years experience in IP internetworking that includes 
design, implementation of complex customer projects and service development for service 
providers. Monique has been involved in developing managed Network Services like Remote Access 
and LAN Switching in a Service Provider environment. Monique has worked for both enterprise and 
service provider companies in the United States and in Europe. Monique led the Engineering 
Project team for one of the first European MPLS-VPN deployments in 1999 for a European service 

provider.  
Monique has presented in various conferences on the topic of RFID, Grid Networking and Cloud Computing; and, 
she co-authored several books and publications.  
Monique is currently focused on the Internet of Things /Machine-to-Machine Communications in eHealth and 
security. 
Monique is active in various SDOS and forums such the IETF, ITU-T and the FTTH Council Asia-Pacific holding 
leadership positions in these organizations. Monique is a Senior Member of Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, (IEEE) the world's leading professional association for the advancement of technology. 
Monique is also a member of IEEE Women in Engineering, and participated on a panel ICT for Girls hosted at the 
United Nations on April 26 2012. 
Monique is also a Life Member of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).  
Monique has a Masters of Science Degree in Telecommunications Management and an MBA.  
She speaks English, French, German and is learning Mandarin. 
She has worked in North America; Europe and in Asia. 
 

Barbara PAREGLIO, Ericsson 
Barbara Pareglio has been working in several aspects of Telecommunication for more than 13 
years. After joining Ericsson in 1998, Barbara has work in several areas of the telecommunication, 
but primarily in the area of the Intelligent Networks and the supplementary services. She held 
several positions within Ericsson, from developer, system architecture and overall coordinator of 
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standardization activities in several areas. In the past 4 years she is focusing on RESTful API and service 
enablement in general. 
Currently she is the coordinator for M2M Service Layer standardization activities within Ericsson. 
She holds a degree in Electronic and Telecommunication engineering at the Politecnico in Turin. 
 

Navid NIKAEIN, EURECOM (poster session, Lola project) 
Navid Nikaein is an assistant professor in the Mobile Communications Department at EURECOM. In 
2003, he received the Ph.D. degree (docteur ès sciences) in communication systems from the Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL). Afterward he joined 3Roam, a wireless startup company in 
Sophia Antipolis France, where he was leading the embedded software development for a range of 
intelligent wireless backhaul routing products. Currently, he is acting as technical coordinator in one 
of the FP7 project (LOLA), where he is investigating the low latency communication for emerging 
realtime M2M applications in evolving cellular networks (LTE/LTE-Advanced) and rapidly deployable 

mesh/adhoc networks. He is also actively involved in the OpenAirInterface activities and its L2/L3 SDR platform 
evolution towards cloud radio access network architecture. His current research and teaching interests are in the 
area of access-layer techniques for LTE/LTE-A and adhoc/mesh networks, large scale wireless network emulation 
architectures, and networking protocols. 

Ir. Toon NORP, TNO Information and Communication Technology 
Toon Norp is a Business Consultant at TNO Information and Communication Technology. Toon 
Norp joined TNO (former KPN Research) in 1991, where he has since been working on network 
aspects of mobile communications. Toon advises European operators on strategy, and architecture 
related to mobile core network, IMS, and M2M. He has been involved in standardisation of mobile 
networks for more than 15 years, and is 3GPP SA1 rapporteur on Machine Type Communications. 
Toon holds a Master's Degree in Electrical Engineering from the Eindhoven University of 
Technology, The Netherlands. 

Zach SHELBY, Sensinode Ltd 
Zach Shelby is co-founder and Chief Nerd at Sensinode Ltd. where he leads research, 
standardization and web technologies for the company. Earlier he has also served as Managing 
Director and CTO for Sensinode. Before starting Sensinode, he led wireless networking research at 
the Centre for Wireless Communications and at the Technical Research Center of Finland. 
Zach is an active contributor to the IETF, with activities in the 6LoWPAN, ROLL and CoRE working 
groups, ETSI standardization on M2M, and in several top EU and Finnish research programs. Zach 

is known is a pioneer in the use of IP and Web technology in low-power networks with 6LoWPAN and CoAP 
standards development, and is co-author of the book '6LoWPAN: The Wireless Embedded Internet'. His results 
include a large portfolio of courses, publications, public talks, broad research cooperation, and key patents. Zach 
has served on the Technical Advisory Board and currently on the Board of Directors at the IPSO Alliance. 
 

Vera STAVROULAKI, University of Piraeus 
Dr Vera Alexandra Stavroulaki is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Digital Systems of the 
University of Piraeus, Greece. Dr Stavroulaki received a diploma in Informatics from Athens 
University of Economics and Business in 2000, and a PhD degree, in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, from the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) in 2004. She has 10 years of 
experience in European and national research and development projects. She has actively 

participated in EU funded research projects of the FP7/ICT, FP6/IST and FP5/IST frameworks. Her research 
interests lie in the following areas: design and development of systems and services for intelligent environments, 
cognitive management functionality for autonomous, reconfigurable user devices (operating in heterogeneous 
wireless networks), ubiquitous services, service oriented architectures, Web services and applications, Future 
Internet, Internet of Things. Her current research activities focus on Information Communication Technologies 
(ICT) Projects, partially funded by the European Commission under the 7th Framework Programme (FP7) for 
research and development. She is currently involved in the FP7/ICT Projects OneFIT, UniverSelf, iCore and the NoE 
ACROPOLIS. She has authored numerous publications in international journals and international scientific 
conferences. 
 

Dr. Joerg SWETINA, NEC Europe  
Studied Chemistry and Mathematics at the University of Vienna, Austria and later conducted 
research in Theoretical Chemistry. 
Moving from academia to industry he led a development team dealing with GSM call processing 
and software testing at Siemens Austria. Since the early days of 3GPP he had been representing 
Siemens and later Nokia Siemens Networks in standardisation bodies like ETSI SMG, 3GPP and 
OMA. 

In 2008 he moved to NEC Europe in Heidelberg, Germany, continuing his work in standards. For more than 4 years 
he had been vice chair of 3GPP SA1. His current field of interest additionally covers Machine-to-Machine 
communication. He is active in ETSI TC M2M and has been a driver in creating the 'oneM2M Global Initiative' 
organisation. Dr. Swetina is married and is living in Vienna and Heidelberg. 
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Sebastian WAHLE, Fraunhofer FOKUS, Germany 
Dr. Sebastian Wahle joined the Next Generation Network Infrastructure department at Fraunhofer 
FOKUS in Berlin, Germany in 2005. Since then, he served as a project manager leading the 
research & development activities of several industry and publicly funded research projects. In 
2009, he established the Evolving Infrastructure and Services group at Fraunhofer FOKUS. The 
group is active in a number of national and international research projects in the field of Future 

Internet and supports commercial Fraunhofer Next Generation Network (NGN) testbed deployments at customer's 
premises worldwide. Since 2011, Sebastian is responsible for the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Business 
Development and heads the OpenMTC group at Fraunhofer FOKUS that is currently building a generic M2M 
platform enabling services across multiple vertical application domains.  
His main expertise is in the field of service- and resource-oriented architectures, distributed communication and 
computing systems, as well as software development and project management in highly agile environments. 
Sebastian received both a diploma and Ph.D. degree in Industrial Engineering and Management from the 
Technische Universität Berlin.  
 

Salvatore SCARPINA, OMA DM WG Vice Chairman, Telecom Italia 
Salvatore achieved the MSc degree in Electronics Engineering at Politecnico di Torino in 2005 with 
a thesis entitled 'Runtime hardware reconfiguration techniques'. 
In the same year he joined Telecom Italia LAB and since then he was involved in the design and 
development of innovative technological components (software, hardware, network) in the context 
of mobile terminals and applications (including distributed vocal recognition, biometric 
technologies, http based streaming), service platforms (http/sip convergence, multimodal 
distribution of information, eTourism platform), Device Management and Machine 2 Machine 

technologies.  
Moreover he led some lectures and lessons during MSc courses and Second Level Masters organized by Telecom 
Italia in collaboration with Politecnico di Torino and Università di Catania. 
Currently his main responsibility is to manage the development of technological components for cross platform 
services and applications and of Device Management technologies for M2M devices. 
As part of this innovation activity, he's playing the role of Telecom Italia Delegate in OMA Device Management 
Working Group since 2007 and now he serves as Vice Chair in the same Working Group. 
 

Thomas WEISSHAUPT, ESMIG 
Thomas Weisshaupt serves as chairman of the Security and Privacy working group of ESMIG, the 
European Smart Metering Industry group. 
Within this role in ESMIG, Thomas main goal is to organize the support of the different 
stakeholders in integrating appropriate countermeasures and applying harmonized certification 
requirements on the level of system security and privacy for the use cases being relevant for 
Smart Metering systems. 
In his main Job Thomas is Senior Manager Business Development and thought leader Smart 

Energy for Gemalto's M2M Business. 
Thomas passion is to co-innovate new collaborative and secure M2M-driven business models in the smart energy 
ecosystem on a global level. To him the disclosure of altenative revenue streams is key for the success of 
transforming our energy system. 
He speaks multiple languages and earned degrees in international business administration with focus on strategic 
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